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Torque ladder problem with solution
At the end of this section, will be able to: identify and analyze the static equilibrium situations Set a free-body diagram for an extended object in static equilibrium Set and solve static equilibrium conditions for the balance objects in various physical situations all examples in this chapter are planar problems. Consequently, use of equilibrium
conditions in the form of component (Figure) to (Figure). We have introduced a problem-solving strategy (Figure) to illustrate the physical meaning of the equilibrium conditions. Now we generalize this strategy in a list of steps to follow when the solution of problems of static equilibrium for extended rigid bodies. It proceeds in five practical steps.
Problem-solving strategy: Static Equilibrium identify the object to be analyzed. For some systems in equilibrium, it may be necessary to consider more than one item. Identify all the forces acting on the object. Identify the questions you need to answer. Identify the information provided in the problem. In real problems, some key information may be
implicit in the situation rather than given explicitly. Set up a free body diagram for the object. (A) Choose the xy reference frame for the problem. Draw a free body diagram for the object, including only the forces that act on it. When suitable, represent the forces in terms of components in the chosen reference system. As you do this operation for
each strength, delete the original force in a way that does not erroneously includes the same force twice in the equations. Label all forcesÃ ¢ you will need this to correct the balance of power calculations resulting in XA and Y directions. For an unknown force, the direction must be assigned in an arbitrary manner; think of it as a working directionÃ ¢
a ¢ or suspected direction.Ã the correct direction is determined by the sign that you get in the final solution. A plus sign [latex] (+) [/ latex] means that the working direction is the effective management. A minus sign [latex] (-) [/ latex] means that the actual direction is opposite to the direction of labor recruited. (B) Choose the axis of rotation position;
in other words, choose the point of rotation with respect to which it calculates pairs of forces that act. On the free body diagram, indicate the position of the pin and the lever arms to act forcesÃ ¢ will need this to correct the calculations of pairs. In the selection of the pin, keep in mind that the pin can be placed anywhere you wish, but the guiding
principle is that the best choice will simplify as much as possible the calculation of net torque along the axis of rotation. Set the balance equations for the object. (A) Use the free body diagram to write a correct equilibrium condition (Figure) for the force components in the x direction. (B) use the free body diagram to write a correct equilibrium
condition (Figure) for components of force in the y direction. (C) use the free body diagram to write a correct equilibrium condition (Figure) for pairs along the axis of rotation. Using (Figure) to assess torque magnitudes and directions. Simplify and solve the equilibrium equations for unknowns. At this point, your work involves just algebra. Keep in
mind that the number of equations must be the same as the number of unknowns. If the number of unknowns is greater than the number of equations, the problem can not be solved. Evaluate expressions for the unknown that is obtained in the solution. The final answers should have correct numeric values and the correct physical unit. If they do not,
then use the previous steps to trace its origin to an error and correct it. Furthermore, You can independently check for your numeric answers by moving the pin to a different position and solve the problem once again, which is what we did in (figure). Note that creating a free body diagram for a rigid body balance problem is the most important
component in the solution process. Without the correct setting and correct correct You will not be able to write the correct condition of equilibrium. Also note that a free body diagram for an extended rigid body that can suffer the rotation movement is different from a free body diagram for a body that experiences movement only translation (as seen
in the chapters laws of the Newton motorcycle ¢ s). In translational dynamics, a body is represented as cm, on which all the forces on the body are fixed and no couples appear. This is not valid in rotation dynamics, in which an extended rigid body cannot be represented by a single point. The reason for this is that in rotation analysis, we must identify
agents pairs on the body, and the couple depends on both the agent force and his leverage. Here, the body diagram for an extended rigid body helps to identify external pairs. Three masses are attached to a uniform meter, as shown in (figure). The mass of the stick meter is 150.0 GE The masses to the left of the fulcrum are [latex] {m} _ {1} = 50.0,
text {g} [/ latex] and [latex] {m} _ { 2} = 75.0, text {g}. [/ LATTICE] Find Mass [Latex] {M} _ {3} [/ Latex] Balancing the system when attached to the right end of the stick, and the normal reaction force to the fulcrum when the system is balanced. Figure 12.9 In a pair balance, a horizontal beam is supported a fulcrum (indicated with s) and bodies
are fixed to both sides of the fulcrum. The system is in static equilibrium when the beam does not rotate. It is balanced when the level beam remains. Strategy for the format illustrated in the figure, we identify the following five forces agents on the meter stick: [latex] {w} _ {1} = {m} _ {1} g [/ latex] is the weight of the mass [latex ] {m} _ {1}; [/
Latex] [latex] {w} _ {2} = {m} _ {2} g [/ latex] is the weight of the mass [latex] {m} _ {2}; [/ Latex] [latex] w = mg [/ latex] is the weight of the entire meter stick; [Latex] {w} _ {3} = {m} _ {3} g [/ latex] is the weight of unknown mass [latex] {m} _ {3}; [/ Latex] [latex] {f} _ {s} [/ latex] is the normal reaction force to the support point. We chose a
framework of reference in which the direction y is the direction of gravity, the Axis direction X is along the Metro Stick, and the rotation axis (Z axis) is perpendicular to the Axis XE passes through the support point S. In other words, we have chosen the pin at the point where the Metro stick touches the support. This is a natural choice for the pivot
because this point does not move during the rotation of the stick. Now we are ready to set free body diagram for the stick meter. We indicate the pin and fix five carriers that represent the five forces along the line that represents the Metro Stick, identifying the forces with respect to the pin (figure). At this stage, we can identify the lever arms of the
five forces provided the information provided in the problem. For the three suspended masses, the problem is explicit about their positions along the stick, but the position on the position of the weight is implicitly given. The key word here is a uniform.Ã ¢ we know from our previous studies that the cm of a uniform stick, is located in its middle point,
so this is where we give weight w, at 50 cm. Figure scheme 12.10 Free-body for the Metro Stick. The pin is chosen at the support point S. Solution with (figure) and (figure) for reference, we begin by finding the lever arms of the five force forces on the stick: [latex] Begin {array} {CCC} hfill {r} _ {1} & = hfill & 30.0, text {} cm 40.0, text {} = cm
70.0, text {cm} hfill { R} {_ 2} & = HFILL & 40.0, Text {cm} HFILL R & HFILL = HFILL & 50.0, Text {} cm -30.0, text { } = 20.0 cm, text {cm} hfill {r} _ {s} & = hfill & 0.0, text {cm}, text {(due} F {} _ {s}, text { connected to the pin)} hfill hfill {r} _ {3} & = hfill & 30.0, text {cm.} hfill end {array} [/ lathex] Now we can Find the five pairs
compared to the chosen pin: [latex] Begin {array} {} ccccc hfill {tau} _ {1} & = hfill & & & & & & Text {rotation counterclockwise, positive sense)} hfill hfill {tau} _ {2} & = hfill & + {r} _ {2} {w} _ {2} text {sin}, 90 text {Ã, â °} = text {+} {r} _ {2} {m} _ {2} g hfill & & text {(rotation counterclockwise, direction positive)} hfill hfill tau & = hfill
& + rw, text {sin}, 90 text {ã, â °} = text {+} rmg hfill & text { (gravitational torque)} hfill {tau} _ {s} & = hfill & {r} _ {s} {f} _ {s} text {sin} {theta} _ {S} = 0 hfill & text {(due}, {r} _ {s} = 0, text {cm)} hfill {tau} _ {3} & = hfill & text {a} {r} _ {3} {w} _ {3} text {sin}, 90 text {ã, â °} = text {a} {r} _ { 3} {m} _ {3} g the meter stick is
[latex] {tau} _ {1} + {tau} _ {2} + tau + {tau} _ {s} + {tau} _ {3} = 0. [/ Latex] When replacing torque values in this equation, you can omit the pairs by giving zero contributions. In this way the second equilibrium condition is [latex] + {r} _ {1} {m} _ {1} g + {r} _ {2} {m} _ {2} g + rmg- {r } _ {3} {m} _ {3} g = 0. [/ latex] Select [LATEX] + Y [/
LATTIC] -Direction to be parallel [latex] {Overset {} {f}} _ {S}, [/ latex] The first balance condition for the stick is text {A} [LATEX] {w} _ {1} - {w} _ {2} w + f {} _ {s} - {w} _ {3} = 0. [/ latex] By replacing the forces, the first balance condition becomes [latex] text {Ã ¢} {m} _ {1} g- {m} _ {2} g-mg + {f} _ {s} - {m} _ {3} g = 0. [/ latex] We
resolve these equations simultaneously for unknown values [latex] {m} _ {3} [/ latex] and [latex] {C} _ {s}. [/ Latex] in (figure), the GE factor is canceled the terms to obtain [latex] {r} _ {3} {m} _ {3} = {r} _ {1} {m} _ {1 } + {r} _ {2} {m} _ {2} + rm. [/ Latex] To obtain [latex] {m} _ {3} [/ latex] We divide both sides from [latex] {r} _ {3}, [/
latex] so we have [latex] beegin {array } {cc} hfill {m} _ {3} & = frac {{r} _ {1}} {{r} _ {3}} {m} _ {1} + frac {{r } _ {2}} {{r} _ {3}} {m} _ {2} + frac {r} {{r} _ {3}}, m hfill & = frac {70} {30}, (50.0, text {g}) + frac {40} {30}, (75.0, text {g}) + frac {20} {30} (150.0, text {g}) = 316.0 frac {2} {3}, text {g} simtq 317, text {g.} Hfill end
{array} [/ latex ] To find the normal reaction force, we reorganize the terms (figure), the conversion grams per kg: [LATEX] Begin {array} {cc} hfill {f} _ {s} & = ({m} _ {1} + {m} _ {2} + m + {m} _ {3}) G HFILL & = (50.0 + 75.0 + 150.0 + 316.7), A, {10} ^ {- 3} text {kg}, A, 9.8, frac {text {m}} {{text {}} ^ {2}} = 5.8 text {n}. HFILL END
{array} [/ Latex] Note that (figure) is independent of the value of g. The couple balance can therefore be used to measure the mass, as variations G-values on the Eartha S surface do not affect these measurements. This is not the case of a spring scale because the strength measures. Repetition (figure) Using the left end of the stick meter to calculate
pairs; That is, placing the pin to the left end of the Metro Stick. In the next example, we show how to use the first balance condition (equation for forces) in vector form in (figure) and (figure). We present this solution to illustrate the importance of a suitable choice of the reference frame. Although all inertial reference systems are equivalent and
numerical solutions obtained in a frame are the same as in any other, an inadequate choice of the reference frame can make the solution quite long and complicated, while a wise choice of the Frame Reference makes it simple solution . We show this in the solution For the same problem. This particular example illustrates an application of static
balance to biomechanics. A weight is in possession of a weight 50.0 pounds (equal to 222.4 n) with the forearm, as shown in (figure). His forearm is positioned at [latex] beta = 60 text {Â °} [/ Latex] Compared to her arm. The forearm is supported by a contraction of the bicep muscle, which causes a couple around the elbow. Assuming that the
voltage in the biceps acts along the vertical direction in gravity, what tension must carry out muscle to keep the forearm in the position shown? What is the force the elbow? Assume The phorearmÃ ¢ s weight is negligible. Leave your definitive answers in Unit Yes. Figure 12.11 The forearm is rotated around the elbow (e) from a contraction in the
bicep muscle, which makes the voltage [latex] {Overset {} {Text}} {{Text {M}} . [/ Latex] Strategy We identify three forces acting on the arm: the unknown force [latex] Overset {} {F} [/ LATEX] to the elbow; The unknown voltage [latex] {overset {} {t}} _ {text {m}} [/ lathex] in the muscle; and weight [latex] Overset {} {w} [/ latex] with
magnitude [latex] w = 50, text {} lb. [/ LATTIC] We adopt the reference system with the X axis along the forearm and the elbow pin. Vertical direction is the weight direction, which is the same as the arm direction. The X axis forms a corner [latex] beta = 60 text {Ã, â °} [/ latex] with the vertical. The Y axis is perpendicular to the X axis. Now we have
set up the free body diagram for the forearm. First, we trace the axes, the pin and the three carriers that represent the three identified forces. Then we have to identify the [latex] beta [/ latex] corner and they represent each force from its XA and Y-components, remembering to cross the original carrier to avoid a double count. Finally, we label the
forces and their lever arms. The framework diagram for the forearm is illustrated in (figure). At this point, we are ready to create balance conditions for the forearm. Each force has XA and Y-Components; Therefore, we have two equations for the first balance condition, an equation for each component of the resulting force that acts on the arm.
Figure diagram 12.12 of the free body for the forearm: the pin is located in the point and (elbow). Note that in our reference framework, contributions to the second balance condition (per couples) come only from the components of the forces because the X-component of the forces are all parallel to their lever arms, so that for each of them We have
[latex] text {sin}, theta = 0 [/ latex] (figure). For the y-components we have [latex] theta = Ã, ± 90 text {Ã, â °} [/ latex] (figure). Note also that the pair of force to the elbow is zero because this force is connected to the pin. Thus, the contribution to the net pair comes only from [latex] {T} _ {Y} [/ Lattice] and [latex] {W} _ {Y}. [/ Latex] solution let's
see from the body diagram free that the x-component of net satisfies force the equation [latex] + {f} _ {x} + {t} _ {x} - {w} _ {x} = 0 [/ LATTICE] and the Component Y OF MEETINGS RESERENT FORCE [latex] + {f} _ {y} + {t} _ {y} - {w} _ {y} = 0. [/ latex] (figure ) and (figure) are two equations of the first balance condition (for forces).
Subsequently, read from the body diagram free that the net pair along the rotation axis is [latex] + {r} _ {t} {t} _ {y} - {r} _ {w} {w} _ {Y} = 0. [/ Latex] (figure) is the second balance condition (for pairs) for the forearm. Show the free body diagram that the lever arms are [latex] {r} _ {t} = 1.5, text {in} text {.} [/ Latex] and [latex] {r} _ {W} =
13.0, Text {A} text {.} [/ LATEX] At this point, we do not need to convert inches into units yes, because they are until these units are consistent in (figure), they cancel . Using once again the freed body diagram, we find the size of the component forces: [latex] begin {array} {ccc} hfill {f} _ {x} & = hfill & f, text {cos} beta = f text {} so, 60 text {} Ã,
Â ° f =, text {/}, 2 hfill {t} _ {x} & = hfill & t, text {} COS, beta = t, text {} so, 60 text {} Ã, Â ° = t, text {/}, 2 hfill hfill {w} _ {x} & = hfill & w, text {cos}, beta = w, text {cos}, 60 text {Ã Ã â °} = w text {/} 2 hfill {f} _ {y} & = & F, text {sin}, beta = f, text {sin}, 60 text {ã, Â °} = f sqrt {3}, text {/}, 2 hfill {t} _ {y} & = hfill & t, text {sin}, beta =
t, text {sin}, 60 text {} ã, Â ° = T sqrt {3}, text {/}, 2 hfill {w} _ {y} & = hfill & w, text {sin}, beta = w , text {sin}, 60 text {ã, â °} = w sqrt {3}, text {/}, 2. hfill end {array} [/ latex] Replace these quantities in (Figure) (figure), and (figure) to obtain [latex] [latex] respectively F, text {/}, 2 + t, text {/}, 2-w, text {/}, 2 & = hill & 0 HILL sqrt {3}, text
{/}, 2 + t SQRT {3}, text {/}, 2-w sqrt {3}, text {/} 08 & = h.fill & 0 hill {r} _ {t} t sqrt {3}, text {/}, 2- {r} _ {w} w sqrt {3}, text {/}, 2 & = hill & 0 hill end {array} [/ lathex] When we simplify these equations, we see that we are left with only two independent equations for the two Unknown force magnitudes, FET, because (figure) for component X
is equivalent to (figure) for the Y component. In this way, we obtain the first balance condition for the forces [LATEX] F + TW = 0 [ / latex] and the second balance condition for couples [latex] {r} _ {t} t- {r} _ {w} w = 0. [/ latex] The voltage entity in the muscle is obtained by solving ( Figure): [latex] t = frac {{r} _ {w}} {{r} _ {t}}, w = frac {13.0}
{1.5}, text {(50 lb)} = 433, Frac {1} { 3} text {lb} simq 433.3, text {lb} [/ latex] The force to the elbow is obtained by solving (figure): [latex] f = wt = 50.0, text {lb} -433.3 , text {lb} = - 383.3, text {lb.} [/ latex] The negative sign in the equation tells us that the actual force to the elbow is antiparallel to the direction of work adopted to draw the
diagram of the free body . In the final response, we convert the forces into force units. The answer is [LATEX] Begin {array} {C} f = 383.3, text {lb} = 383.3 (4.448, text {n}) = 1705, text {n down} T = 433.3, text {lb} = 433.3 (4.448, text {n}) = 1927, text {n upwards.}} {array} [/ latex] Two important problems here is worth Welcome to notice.
The first concerns conversion into units yes, which can be made at the end of the solution until we maintain consistency in units. The second important question concerns the joints of the hinge such as the elbow. In the initial analysis of a problem, hinge joints must always be hired to exercise a force in an arbitrary direction, and therefore it is
necessary to resolve for all the components of an independent zipper force. In this example, the force of the elbow is vertical because the problem presupposes that the biceps tension is also vertical. However, this simplification is not a general rule. Solution Suppose we adopt a reference frame with the direction of the Y axis along the weight of 50
pounds and the pivot placed in the elbow. In this frame, all three forces have only the Y components, so we only have an equation for the first balance condition (for forces). Drawing the free body diagram for the forearm as shown in (figure), indicating the pin, the agents and their lever arms with respect to the pin, and [latex] angles {theta} _ {t} [/
latex ] and [latex] {theta} _ {w} [/ latex] that the [latex] forces {overset {} {t}} _ {text {m}} [/ lathex] and [latex] Overvet {} {w} [/ lathex] (respectively) realizes with their arms with a lever. In the definition of torque given by (figure), the angle [latex] {theta} _ {t} [/ latex] is the direction angle of the vector [latex] {super-} {} {T}} _ {text {m}}, [/
LATEX] counted counterclockwise by the radial direction of the lever arm pointing always far from the pin. With the same convention, the [latex] angle {theta} _ {w} [/ lathex] is measured counterclockwise by the radial direction of the lever arm to the vector [latex] super-} {w} . [/ in latex] Made in this way, no zero pairs are easily calculated by
replacing directly (figure) as follows: [LATEX] Begin {array} {CC} {TAU} _ {T} = {R} _ {T} t, text {sin}, {theta} _ {t} = {r} _ {t} t = {r} _ {t} t text {sin}, 60 text {Ã Ã â °} = + {r} _ {} tt sqrt {3}, text {/}, 2 {tau} {_ w} = {r} _ {w} w, text {sin} theta} _ {w} = {r} _ {w} w, text {} sin (beta 180 text {Ã ¢ â °}) = text {Ã, '} {r} _ {w} w, text
{sin}, beta = {Ã, '} {r} _ {w} wqrt {3}, text {/}, 2. end {array} [ / latex] Figure 12.13 Fresh body diagram for the forearm for the equivalent solution. The pivot is at the point and (elbow). The second balance condition, [latex] {tau} _ {t} + {tau} _ {w} = 0, [/ lactex] can now be written as [latex] {r} _ {t} t sqrt {3}, text {/}, 2- {r} _ {w} wqrt {3},
text {/}, 2 = 0. [/ lathex] from the framework of the free body , the first first Condition (to force) is [latex] \ Text {Ã '} f + tw = 0. [/ latex] (figure) is identical to (figure) and gives the result [latex] t = 433.3 \, \ text {lb}. [/ Lathex] (figure) dÃ [latex] f = tw = 433.3, text {lb} -50.0, text {lb} = 383.3, text {lb.} [/ in latex] We see these The answers are
identical to our previous answers, but the second choice for the reference frame leads to an equivalent solution that is simpler and faster because it does not require the forces to be resolved in their rectangular components. Repeat (figure) Assuming that the forearm is a uniform density object that weighs 8,896 N. A uniform scale is [LATEX] L = 5.0,
text {M} [/ LATEX] Long and weighs 400.0 N. The scale rests a slippery vertical wall, as shown in (figure). The inclination angle between the staircase and the rough floor is [LATEX] beta = 53 text {Ã ¢ â °}. [/ Lathex] Find the reaction forces from the floor and the wall to the staircase and the static friction coefficient [latex] {mu} _ {text {s}} [/
latex] at the staircase interface with the floor that Prevents the ladder from slipping. Figure 12.14 A 5.0 M long scale rests against a frictionless wall. Strategy We can identify four forces acting on the scale. The first force is the normal reaction force n from the floor in the vertical direction upwards. The second force is the strength of static friction
[latex] f = {mu} _ {text {s}} n [/ in latex] direct horizontally along the floor towards the wall - this force prevents the ladder from slipping. These two forces act on the scale to the point of contact with the floor. The third force is the weight W of the staircase, attached to its cm located in halfway between its extremities. The fourth force is the normal
reaction force f from the wall in a horizontal direction away from the wall, attached to the contact point with the wall. There are other forces © because the wall is slippery, which means that there's friction between the wall and the ladder. On the basis of this analysis, we adopt the reference frame with the Y-axis in the vertical direction (parallel to
the wall) and the axis X in the horizontal direction (parallel to the floor). In this frame, each force has a horizontal component or a vertical component but not both, which simplifies the solution. We select the pivot to the point of contact with the floor. In the diagram of the free body for the scale, we indicate the pin, all four forces and their arms with
a lever and the corners between the arms of the lever and the forces, as shown in (figure). With our choice of the Roll's position, there is no pair from the normal reaction force N or from static friction F because they both act to the pivot. Figure 12.15 Free body diagram for a scale resting against a frictionless wall. Solution from the freed body
diagram, net force in the X direction is [LATEX] + FF = 0 [/ LATEX] The net force in the Y direction is [LATEX] + NW = 0 [/ LATEX] and the net pair along the rotation axis on the pivot point is [latex] {taau} _ {w} + {tau} _ {f} = 0. [/ latex] where [latex] {taau} _ {w } [/ LATEX] is the weight torque we [latex] {taau} _ {f} [/ latex] is the pair of the
reaction f. From the free-body diagram, we identify that the reaction of the lever arm on the wall is [latex] {r} _ {f} = l = 5.0 \, \ text {m} [/ latex] and the weight of the lever arm Is [latex] {r} _ {w} = l, text {/}, 2 = 2.5, text {m}. [/ in latex] With the help of the free body diagram, we identify the corners to use in (figure) for pairs: [latex] {theta} _ {f}
= 180 text {Ã ¢ â °} - \ beta [/ latex] for the pair from the reaction force with the wall and [latex] {\ theta} _ {w} = 180 \ text {Ã Â °} + (90 \ text {Ã ¢ Â °} - Beta) [/ LATEX] for the pair due to weight. We are now ready for use (Figure) to calculate the pairs: [latex] \ Begin {cc} {\ tau} _ {w} = {r} {w} w \, \ testo {sin} \, {\ theta}} {w} = {r} \ {w} w
\, \ Text {SIN} (180 \ Testo {Ã ¢ Â °} +90 \ Testo {Ã ¢ Â °} - \ Beta) = - \ FRAC {L} {2} W \, \ testo {SIN} (90 \ testo { Ã, Â °} - \ Beta) = - \ FRAC {L} {2} W \, \ testo {cos} \, \ Beta \\ \\ \ tau}} {f} = {r} {f} F \, \ Testo {SIN} \, {\ Theta Theta ) = LF \, \ text {sin} \, \ beta \ end {array} [/ latex] Substituting couples (Figure) and solve for [latex] F :. [/
Latex] [latex] \ begin {array} {} \\ \ hfill - \ frac {L} {2} w \, \ text {} cos \, \ beta + LF \, \ text {since} \, \ beta = & \ hfill & 0 \ hfill \\ \ hfill F = \ frac {w} {2} \, \ text {} cradle \, \ beta = \ frac {400.0 \, \ text {N} {2} } \, \ text {} cradle \ 53 \ text {&} Ã Â ° = \ & hfill 150.7 \, \ text {N} \ hfill \ end {array} [/ latex] You get the strength to normal
reaction with the floor resolving (Figure): [latex] N = w = 400.0 \, \ text {N}. [/ Lattice] The entities of friction is obtained by solving (Figure): [latex] f = F = 150.7 \, \ text {N}. [/ Lattice] The coefficient of static friction is [latex] {\ mu} _ {\ text {s}} = f \, \ text {/} \, N = 150.7 \, \ text {/} \, 400 , 0 = 0.377. [/ Latex] The net force on the scale the point
of contact with the floor is the vector sum of the normal reaction from the floor and the static friction forces [latex] {\ overset {\} to {F}} _ {\ text floor {}} = \ overset {\} to {f} + \ overset {\} to {N} = \ text {(150.7 N)} (\ text {a} \ hat {i}) + ( 400.0 \, \ text {N)} (+ \ hat {j}) = (- 150.7 \ hat {i} 400.0 \ hat {j}) \, \ text {. N} [/ latex] Its magnitude is
[latex] {C} _ {\ text {plan}} = \ sqrt {{f} ^ {2} + {N} ^ {2}} = \ sqrt {{ 150.7} ^ {2} + {400.0} ^ {\, â â \ text {N} [/ latex] and its direction is [latex] \ = {\ text {N} = tan 427.4 phi}} ^ {{2}} \, \ text - 1} (N \, \ text {/} \, f) = {\ text {tan}} ^ {- 1} (400.0 \, \ , \ text {/} \, 150.7) 69.3 = \ text {Ã Â °} \, \ text {above the floor.} [/ latex] we must
emphasize here two general observations of practical use. In the first place, it should be noted that when we choose a point of rotation, not V'a no expectation that the system will actually pivot around the point chosen. The scale in this example does not run at all, but firmly lying on the floor; however, its point of contact with the floor is a good choice
for the pin. Secondly, notice when we use (Figure) for the calculation of the individual pairs, that is not necessary to resolve the forces in their normal and parallel components relative to the direction of the lever arm, and it is not necessary to take into consideration a sense of the couple. © As long as the angle a (Figure) is correctly identifiedÃ ¢ with
the help of a free body Diagrama as the angle measured counterclockwise from the direction of the lever arm to the direction of the force vector, (Figure) gives both the amplitude and the direction of the torque. © This is because the torque is the vector product of the vector of cross-arm lever with the force vector, and (Figure) expresses the
rectangular component of this vector product along the rotation axis. Meaning The result is independent of the length of the ladder because © L is canceled in the second equilibrium condition, (Figure). No matter how long or short the scale is, provided that its weight is 400 N and the angle with the floor is [latex] 53 \ text {} Ã Â °, [/ latex] our
results are valid. But the ladder slips if the net torque becomes negative (Figure). This happens for some corners when the static friction coefficient is not large enough to prevent slipping of the ladder. For the situation described in (Figure), determine the coefficient values [latex] {\ mu} _ {\ text {s}} [/ latex] of static friction that starts ladder
slipping, given that [latex] \ beta [/ latex] is the angle that the ladder makes with the floor. A swinging door that weighs [latex] w = 400.0 \, \ text {N} [/ latex] is supported by hinges A and B so that the door can oscillate about a vertical axis passing through the hinges (Figure). The door has a width of [latex] b = 1.00 \, \ text {m} [/ latex] and the door
slab has a density of uniform mass. The hinges are placed symmetrically on the edge Doora s in such a way that one S weight is uniformly distributed. The hinges are separated from the [latex] distance to = 2.00, text {M}. [/ LATTICE] Find the hinge forces when the remains brings ajar. Vertical door Figure 12.16 to 400-n oscillating is supported by
two hinges placed in points A and B. Strategy The forces that doors exercises on its hinges can be found simply by reversing the directions of the forces exercising the door hinges. So ours ours It is to find forces from the hinges on the door. Three forces act on the door plate: an unknown force [latex] Overset {} {A} [/ Latex] from the [Latex] to, [/
latex] an unknown force [latex] Overset {} { B} [/ Latex] From the [latex] b, [/ Latex] and the well-known weight [latex] Overset {to} {W} [/ Latex] attached to the mass center of the plate holder. The cm is located in the geometric center of the door because the slab has a uniform mass density. We adopt a rectangular framework of reference with the
Y axis along the direction of gravity and the X axis in the plate plane, as shown in the graph (A), (figure), and resolve all the forces in their rectangular components. In this way, we have four forces unknown components: two components of the force [latex] overset {to} {a} [/ latex] [latex] ({a} _ {x} [/ lactex] and [latex] { a} _ {y}), [/ latex] and two
force components [latex] overset {} {b} [/ latex] [latex] ({b} _ {x} [/ latex] and [ latex] {b} _ {y}). [/ Latex] In the free body diagram, the two forces are represented by the hinges from their vector components, whose guidelines are arbitrary. Because there are four unknowns [latex] ({a} _ {x}, [/ latex] [latex] {b} _ {x}, [/ latex] [latex] {a} _ {y}, [/
latex] and [latex] {b} _ {y}), [/ latex] We need to set four independent equations. An equity is the condition of equilibrium of the forces in the X direction. The second equation is the condition of equilibrium of the forces in the direction of y. The third equation is the balance condition for pairs in rotation around a hinge. Because the weight is uniformly
distributed between the hinges, we have the fourth equation, [latex] {A} _ {y} = {b} _ {y}. [/ LATTIC] To set the balance conditions, we trace a free body diagram and choose the rotation point at the upper hinge, as shown in the graph (b) of (figure). Finally, we solve the equations for the unknown force components and find the forces. Figure 12.17
(a) Geometry and (b) Frame of the free body for the door. Solution from the freed body diagram for the door We have the first balance of the forces: [LATEX] Begin {array} {} {in}, x text {-Direction:} hfill & - {A} _ {x} + {b} _ {x} = 0 enspaceÃ ¢ enspace {a} _ {x} = {b} _ {x} hfill _ {a}, y text {-Direction:} hfill & + {a} _ {y} + {b} _ {y} w = 0
enspaceÃ ¢ enspace {a} _ {y} = {} b _ {y} = frac {w} {2} = frac {400.0, text {n}} {2} = 200.0, text {} hfill end {array} [/ latex] We select the pin on POINT P (Upper zipper, according to the body diagram) and write the second balance condition for pairs in rotation around Point P: [LATEX] TEXT {pin A}, p text {:}, {TAU } _ {w} + {tau} _ {} bx
+ {tau} _ {} with = 0. [/ latex] We use the frank body diagram to find all the terms of this equation: [latex] beegin {array} {ccc} hfill {tau} _ {w} & = hfill & dw, text {} sin (\ t text {a} beta) = \ t {a} dw, text {sin}, beta = text {a} dw frac {b, text {/}, 2} {d} = text {a} w frac { b} {2} hfill {tau} _ {} bx & = hfill & a {b} _ {x} text {sin}, 90 text {Ã
â °} = + a b {} _ {x} hfill {tau} _ {} with & = hfill & a {b} _ {y} text {sin}, 180 text {ã, Â ° } = 0. hfill end {array} [/ latex] in the [latex] evaluation text {sin}, beta, [/ latex] we use the geometry of the triangle illustrated in the part (a) of the figure. Now we replace these pairs in (figure) and [latex] calculation {b} _ {x}: [/ latex] [latex] text {pin a}, p
text {:}, text {Ã ¢} w, frac {b} {2} + a {b} _ {x} = 0 enspaceÃ ¢ enspace {b} _ {x} = w, frac {b} {} 2a = (400.0 , text {n}), frac {1} {2.a 2} = 100.0, text {#} [/ Therefore the quantities of the horizontal components forces are [latex] {A} _ {x} = {b} _ {x} = 100.0, text {n}. [/ Latex] The forces on the door are [latex] Begin {array} {} {at the top
hinge:}, {op {} {f}} _ {a, text { on port}} = - 100.0, text {n} hat {i} 200.0, text {n} hat {j} hfill overset {{} f {}} _ b, text {on port}} = text {+} 100.0, text {n} hat {i} 2000, text { N} hat {j} hfill end {array} [/ latex] The forces of the hinges are found from the third law NewtonÃ ¢ s as [latex] begin {array} {} cc text {on the upper hinge:}, {
Overset {AA on}, A} = 100.0, text {n} hat {i} -200.0, text {n} hat {j} hill {on the lower zipper:} { SuperRete {} {f}} _ {text {door on}, b} = - 100.0, text {n} hat {i} -200.0, text {n} hat {j} . HILL END {array} [/ latex] Note that if the problem has been formulated without the intake of the weight that is distributed equally between the two hinges,
we would not be able to solve it because the number of incognitori would be The greater than the number of equations that express balance conditions. Solve the problem in (figure) by taking the Roll's position at the center of the mass. A 50 kg person is 1.5 m away from an end of a 6.0 m-mass uniform scaffolding 70.0 kg. He finds the tensions in the
two vertical strings that support the scaffold. A 400.0-n sign hangs from the end of a uniform upright. The strut is 4.0 ME long weighs 600.0 N. The strut is supported by a hinge to the wall and a cable whose other end is linked to the wall at a point 3.0 m above the left end of the upright. Find the voltage in the support cable and the strength of the
hinge on the upright. Summary A variety of engineering problems can be solved by applying equilibrium conditions for rigid bodies. In applications, identify all the forces that act on a rigid body and annotate their arms with a rotation lever on a chosen rotation axis. Build a free body diagram for the body. Net external forces and pairs can be clearly
identified by a free body diagram properly constructed. In this way, it is possible to set the first balance condition for the forces and the second balance condition for couples. In creating equilibrium conditions, we are free to adopt any inertial reference frame and any position of the rotation point. All choices lead to an answer. However, some choices
can make the process to find the solution unduly complicated. We reach the same answer, no matter what choices we do. The only way to master this ability is practicing. Is it possible to rest a staircase against a rough wall when the floor is frictionless? Show as a spring staircase and a simple fulcrum can be used to weigh an object whose weight is
larger than the maximum reading on the scale. A painter rises a ladder. The scale is more likely to flow when the painter is near the bottom or near the top? A uniform dashboard rests on a level surface as shown below. The dashboard has a mass of 30 kg and is 6.0 m long. How much mass can be positioned at the right end before the advice? (Tip:
when the board is going to overturn, contact the surface only along the edge that becomes a momentary axis of rotation.) The uniform swing shown below is balanced on a fulcrum located at 3.0 m from the Left end. The smaller boy on the right has a mass of 40 kg and the biggest boy on the left has a mass 80 kg. What is the mass of the board? To get
the machine out of the mud, a man binds an end of a rope to the front bumper and the other extremity to a 15 meter tree, as shown below. He then pulls to the center of the rope with a strength of 400 N, which makes himself that his center is displaced by 0.30 m, as shown. What is the strength of the rope on the car? A 40.0-kg uniform scaffolding 6.0
m is supported by two bright cables, as shown below. A 80.0 kg painter is 1.0 m from the left end of the scaffold, and its painting equipment is 1.5 m from the right end. If the voltage in the left cable is twice the double of the right cable, find tensions in the cables and in the mass of the equipment. When the structure shown below is supported in point
P, it is balanced. The size of force F and the force applied to P. The weight of the structure is negligible. To get up on the roof, a person (mass 70.0 kg) positions a 6.00 m aluminum staircase (mass 10.0 kg) against the house on a concrete buffer with the base of the scale 2.00 m from the house . The scale rests against a plastic gutter, which we can
assume to be without friction. The mass center of the scale is 2.00 m from the bottom. The person is standing by 3.00 m from the bottom. Find Find Normal reaction and friction forces on the scale to its base. A uniform horizontal strut weighs 400.0 N. One end of the strut is attached to a hinged support to the wall, and the other end of the strut is
attached to a sign that weighs 200.0 N. The Punt is also supported From a cable attached between the end of the upright and the wall. Assuming that the entire weight of the sign is attached to the end of the strut, for the voltage of the cable and the force at the hinge of the strut. The forearm shown below is positioned at a corner [latex] theta [/ latex]
compared to the upper arm, and a mass 5.0 kg is held in hand. The total mass of the forearm and of the hand is 3.0 kg, and their center of mass is 15.0 cm from the elbow. (A) What is the intensity of the force that exercises muscle biceps on the forearm for [latex] theta = 60 text {ã, â °} text {?} [/ Latex] (b) What is The strength of the force on the
articulation of the elbow for the same corner? (c) How do these forces depend on the [LATEX] corner? [/ LATTIC] The uniform arm shown under weighs 3000 N. It is supported by the horizontal guy and the hinged support in point A. What are the forces on the arm due to the thread and thanks to the support in A? The strength in an act along the
boom? The uniform boom shown under 700 n weighs, and the hanging object from its right end 400 N. The arm is supported by a light cable and a hinge to the wall. Calculate the voltage in the cable and force on the zipper on the boom. Does the strength to act on the hinge along the arm? Below is a 12.0 m boom, AB, a crane lifting crane at 3000 kg.
The mass center of the boom is in its geometric center, and the mass of the boom is 1000 kg. For the position shown, calculate the tension t in the cable and the force on the Axis A. A uniform trapse shown below is 1.0 m of 1.5 m and weighs 300 N. It is supported by a single zipper (h), And from a rope light tied between the center of the door and the
floor. The door is kept in the position shown, where its slab does a [latex] 30 text {Ã ¢ Â °} [/ LATEX] angle with the horizontal floor and the rope does a [latex] 20 text {Ã ¢ Â °} [/ Latex] Angle with floor. Find the tension in the rope and the strength at the hinge. At 90 kg man walks on a tripod, as illustrated below. The horse from saws is 2.0 m long
and 1.0 m high, and its mass is 25.0 kg. Calculate the normal reaction force on each leg to the point of contact with the floor when the man is 0.5 m from the extremity of the saw horse. (Tip: to each end, for the total reaction force before this reaction force is the vector sum of the two reaction forces, each along a leg The normal reaction force to the
point of contact with the floor is normal (respect to .. The plan) Component of this force.) Force.)
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